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Abstract: The paper presents an analysis of the intelligence phenomenon from the 
point of view of the new Artificial Intelligence approach. The results of the 
analysis highlight that intelligence is related to the stability, modelling 
capacity and perturbation management of the agent. The structure of the 
paper is as follows. It begins with an introduction to the AI approaches, 
paradigms and knowledge representation. The main part of the paper 
focuses on an analysis of the intelligence phenomenon. The paper ends 
with conclusions and a discussion of future work. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is to construct intelligent machinery (the agent). 
This goal is thought to be possible because scientists (or part of them) believe that it is 
not only the mechanical attributes of human beings (grasping objects, biped walking 
etc.) that can be modelled and copied in artefacts, but even the intelligence feature of 
humans can be understood, modelled and reproduced.  

AI is a relatively new science. The first arguments concerning intelligent machinery 
have been proposed by Allan Turing in 1950 and the AI term has been proposed in 1956 
at a conference which took place at Dartmouth College in New Hampshire.   

In the earlier stages of development, AI-related knowledge sources have been 
considered to be philosophy and psychology, because AI researchers focused on 
explaining and modelling the intelligence. Nowadays, a related science to AI is robotics; 
here excellent results have been obtained in the aforementioned artefact construction.  
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Even though it is a new science, AI is classified in several ways: strong or weak; good 
old fashion (GOFAI) or new. More precisely the differences between strong and weak 
AI lie in the goal. Strong AI preserves the initial goal of this science and weak AI 
intends to copy only specific functions of the intelligence phenomenon (learning, 
decision making etc.). The difference between GOFAI and the new AI lie in intelligence 
phenomenon understanding.   

The GOFAI development consists of a symbol manipulation stage and a connectionist 
stage. The first one was influenced by Allen Newell and Herbert Simon (1976) � the 
designers of Physical Symbol System Hypothesis (PSSH), a system which understands 
the intelligent phenomenon as the ability to syntactically manipulate symbols. The 
second, initiated by Turing (1940) and proposed by McCulloch and Pitts (1943), 
understands the intelligence like an emergence of a highly connected network of simple 
elements which models the biological neurons. The main difference between these 
stages is philosophical: the first considers that intelligence can be modelled by a 
computer program which is independent of the hard while the soft is running. The 
second stage considers that intelligence is emergent from the hard itself. The main 
similarity is that both can compute the same class of calculations as a Turing machine. 

It is accepted that the limits of GOFAI are due to the following causes: the designed 
AI system operates in a simplified environment (micro world) which cannot be scaled to 
the real world complexity. This is the reason why results from the micro world cannot 
be used in real world - the robustness of the AI system cannot be compared with the 
robustness of a biological system, which is why the AI agent is unable to reject noise. 
The traditional strategy �sense � model � plan � act� seems to be inappropriate, which is 
why the AI agents cannot act in real time. If we try to synthesize the previous 
reproaches we can affirm that the AI agents are not able to understand and act in the real 
world. We will remember that we refer to understanding and acting as (approximations 
of) human actions. 

The new AI intends to solve the problems of GOFAI. For this purpose it starts from 
the following principles: the embodiment is significant in AI design; the AI design must 
consider a real world environment (the situatedness); the AI design must be a bottom � 
up design, starting with mechanical and electrical subsystems and ending with the 
intelligent subsystem design. If we try to synthesize the previous principles we can 
affirm that from the new AI point of view the AI agent is an intelligent robot. 

Because our paper will focus on intelligent phenomenon modelling it is important to 
mention the known paradigm of AI. 

In order to prove that intelligent behaviour results from heuristic search, Allan Newell 
and Herbert Simon (1950-1960) introduced the paradigm of mind modelled by 
computer programs. The �Logic theorist� created by J. C. Shaw proved theorems in 
elementary logic. This effort has been continued by Newell and Simon in the program 
named �General Program Solver� (GPS). The GPS examined the syntactic differences 
between the current state and the goal state and selected operators which reduced the 
differences. These methods have been named �weak method problem solving�. The 
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�weakness� of these methods consists of the fact that each practical problem involves a 
big amount of knowledge and different heuristics.  

�Strong methods� have been imagined (Brian Smith 1985). These methods use 
explicit knowledge, combined with particular heuristics of a particular domain. This 
new paradigm includes the assumption that knowledge is represented propositionally 
and the behaviour of the intelligent agent can be seen as being formally caused by the 
proposition in the knowledge base and that this behaviour should be consistent with our 
agreement about the meaning of the proposition. 

The last paradigm in intelligence phenomenon modelling is described as �agent-
based�, �embodied� or �emergent� problem solving. These approaches, performed by 
Brooks (1987), Agre and Chapman (1987), Fatima (2005, 2006), Vieira (2007) have 
challenged the requirement of having any centralized knowledge base or general 
inference scheme. On the contrary, problem solvers are designed as distributed 
autonomous and flexible agents. 

The mentioned paradigms are related to information representation. In the following 
we will describe the main strategies of information representation: the semantic 
network, the script, the frames and the alternative representations. 

The semantic network is grounded on associations theories. These theories, in accord 
with the empiricist philosophical tradition, define the meaning of an object in terms of a 
network of associations with other objects. Graphs have proved to be an ideal vehicle 
for formalizing association theories of knowledge.  

A script is a structured representation describing stereotype sequences of events in a 
particular context (Schank & Abelson 1977). Scripts have been introduced because 
there is evidence that humans organize knowledge into structures corresponding to 
typical situations. Scripts are used in organizing a knowledge base in terms of situations 
which the intelligent agent is to understand. 

The frames are another representational scheme similar to scripts that was intended to 
capture in explicitly organized data structures the implicit connections of information in 
a problem domain (Minsky 1975). A frame may be viewed as a static data structure 
used to represent well understood stereotype situations. The concepts of frames and 
scripts lead to objected oriented programming. Objects are defined as computational 
systems with an encapsulated state. They have methods associated with this state that 
support interactions in an environment. 

Alternative representations have continued to question the role of explicit 
representation of knowledge. The subsumption architecture (Brooks 1997, Pozna 2007) 
is a layered collection of task handlers. Each task is accomplished by a finite state 
machine that continually maps an input in to an action oriented output. The copycat is a 
problem solving architecture (M. Mitchell 1993) which supports a semantic network 
mechanism that grows and changes with continuing experience within its experience. 
These concepts lead to multi agent systems: a computer program with problem solvers 
situated in interactive environments which are each capable of flexible autonomous 
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socially organized actions. The difference between objects and agents include the fact 
that objects rarely exhibit control behaviour and agents do not invoke methods on one 
another. 

Knowing this evolution of AI, and based upon our previous results, we consider that 
nowadays, when the association of AI with robotics is general accepted, it is useful to 
reanalyze the concept of intelligence and the possibility of modelling this phenomenon. 
Using this analysis, the present paper intends to propose a new modelling strategy of the 
intelligence phenomenon. This strategy belongs to the new AI approach and develops 
its concepts from the underlying idea that the intelligence phenomenon is related to 
stability, modelling and perturbation management. The next section of the paper will 
focus on the intelligence phenomenon analysis. This presentation is initiated with the 
definition of intelligence and finalized by comparisons with the classical model domain. 
The paper ends with conclusions and future work specifications. 

2. Analysis of the intelligence phenomenon  

2.1. Intelligence 

A model is an approximation of an object or a phenomenon. Concerning our discussion 
the model is a result of a modelling process with the purpose of technological 
knowledge.  The model of (human) intelligence will serve in the design and 
construction of artefacts.  Modelling means, in the very first instance, to understand the 
phenomenon and establish, by cutting the Universe, what is important and what can be 
excluded in the phenomenon description. Cutting the Universe in two domains 
(important and unimportant) is a courageous and pragmatic act. It is courageous because 
it is a subjective act (an art) which belongs to (must be included into) a scientific 
(objective) representation of the phenomenon.  It is pragmatic because (until now) it 
was successful in the knowledge processes. To be more precise about the unimportant 
part of the Universe we must specify that this encloses one part which we know to 
exclude and another which we ignore. To save this mental construction relative to the 
phenomenon the concept of perturbation has been introduced. The errors, which are the 
difference between the observed data and the computed data (via model), are generated 
by perturbations.  The mentioned difference has several sources which also include the 
way in which we treat the important part of Universe (the linearization, the parameter 
values etc.) but for our discussion we will focus only on the Universe division. There 
are several ways to treat the perturbations: neglect them or try to diminish them. 
Diminishing is possible by increasing the model performance (increasing the important 
part of the Universe, refining the model), predicting them by statistic law (Bayesian or 
Kalman filters), or constructing closed loop systems which observe - measure 
(continuously or discretely) the phenomenon. We name the important part of Universe 
the modelling domain. 

We remember that modelling is the way in which we construct our knowledge about 
phenomena. Modelling is not an exclusively scientific knowledge process. A model can 
be an explanation (for example an �If � Then� rule) or a black box which implicitly 
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constructs causal rules, for example a neural network or a faith in something.  Both 
cases are accepted like understanding the Universe. 

Returning to the AI goal we can say that such a system can be created if the 
intelligence phenomenon can be modelled. In order to do this we must define 
intelligence. In the very first moment we must say that this concept seems to be a 
suitcase concept which includes several meanings. This means that several definitions 
have been put forward. One of them has been proposed by Piaget: �intelligence is a state 
of equilibrium to which the successive sensory-motor and cognitive adaptations tend�.  
This equilibrium state means stability in time and space. Increasing the stability allows 
the capacity to achieve complex predictions about trajectories of states.  

If we corroborate our previous discussion on modelling with this definition we can 
conclude that increasing the stability of our states is the reason for our adaptations. This 
stability allows us to produce complex predictions. In order to make predictions we use 
models about the phenomena from the Universe. This means that intelligence is also the 
art of perturbations management. Once again, this means the art of constructing 
complex models in order to diminish the perturbations or simple models and predict - 
handle significant perturbations.  

From the previous definition we detect the following consequences: 

Intelligence refers to a dynamic and elastic link between the agent and the 
Universe. Dynamic means that it depends on past states and elastic means that 
the interaction will modify the state of the Universe but also the state of the 
agent. More precisely intelligence is about an agent who belongs to a Universe 
and has a common history with it and not about an isolated agent or a static 
link; 

Intelligence is an adaptation � learning process, this means that it is time 
dependent and it tries to find local optimum solutions; 

Intelligence is caused by the Universe � agent interactions. Specific 
interactions create specific adaptations. For a human we can also speak of 
cultural interactions. The cultural interactions are possible by symbol 
manipulations under the conditions of symbol meaning achievement;  

A characteristic of intelligence is that the adaptations are reinforced by 
predictions via modelling; modelling is based on knowledge, acquired by 
cognitive processes. The main source of knowledge is the experience where the 
named interaction between the Universe and the agent take place. 

Prediction means to simulating a model and understanding the simulation 
result; it is a mental operation where experiments are not needed; knowing that 
modelling creates approximations of the Universe in order to obtain good 
prediction performances in perturbation management is required here.  
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Because perturbation management seems to be so important in the intelligence 
explanation the previous analysis is continued with this concept. Perturbation 
management in artificial intelligence achievement means to: 

Construct the appropriate model; find a balanced ratio between the complexity 
of the model and its utility.  From the sensory � motor point of view we have 
the �keep it smart and simple� rule of thumb. From the cognitive point of view 
we know the razor of Occam rule. 

Associate the model (outputs) predictions with an indicator, the degree of trust. 
Perform observations when the degree of trust reaches a lower admitted limit 
value; 

Construct a compliance mechanism, from the sensory � motor point of view 
(e.g. having a redundant degree of freedom or elastic coupling etc) and from 
the cognitive point of view (e.g. having alternative behaviours).  

Decrease the reaction time. From the sensory � motor point of view, this means 
to create a hierarchical control system and solve with low level control loops as 
many tasks as possible, etc. From a cognitive point of view, this means to 
replace as many times as possible the chains of sense � model � plan � act with 
input � output behaviours (neural network or state machine). 

Preliminary conclusions are needed: intelligence is a phenomenon which refers to the 
agent states stability; the equilibrium point is reached by adaptation; a higher level form 
of adaptation is the prediction where models are simulated; modelling needs knowledge 
acquirement (cognition); predictions are related to perturbation management.  

Intelligence is possible because of the specific structure of the agent. In Figure 1 we 
propose a graphical representation of the mentioned structure. The agent is captured by 
its sensory � motor and cognitive components and the adaptation is represented by its 
two components: the assimilation and the accommodation (Piaget). 

 
Figure 1. The Intelligence phenomenon diagram 

The assimilation is possible by sensations which give information for mental processes 
(cognition). These processes are the perceptions, the observations, the experience, the 
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memory etc. By cognition the intelligent agent will construct knowledge: models about 
part of universe. (The collection of these models is usually named the world.) 

The reason for model construction (this investment) is the anticipation possibility, the 
prior knowledge generation. This implies simulating models and establishing 
predictions and ultimately generating actions. An intelligent agent creates, by the 
described mechanism, a stable vicinity of its state. Using the strategy of modelling � 
simulation - prediction the intelligent agent avoids the necessity of short time reactions.  

2.2. Copying intelligence   

In the previous section we have argued that intelligence is a high level of adaptation 
which is possible due to a particular structure of the (intelligent) agent. A possible way 
to design an artefact which will have the attribute of intelligence (the goal of AI) is to 
copy this structure. In this way we consider that intelligence will emerge from this 
structure. In Figure 2 a block diagram of elements involved in the artificial intelligence 
phenomenon is presented. The block diagram is in conformity with the new AI concept 
whereby the intelligence is a result of the interactions between the world and the agent. 

 
Figure 2. Elements involved in the artificial intelligence phenomenon 

The world is defined here as a part of the Universe with the feature that it can be known. 
The body is an embodiment of the intelligent agent. The body allows interactions 
between the intelligent agent and the world; it is a material structure able to act on the 
world and to receive sensations caused by interactions. The prototype image of the body 
is a robot composed of mechanical elements, electrical drivers and sensors. The hard is 
the material support of the soft and its prototype image is a processor or a neural 
network electrical circuit. The soft is the cognitive centre. By cognition (a set of 
processes like memory, reasoning, learning etc.) the perceptions are transformed into 
knowledge.  Motivations like expectation, wishes etc are transformed into desires and in 
the end, according to a specific set of rules, behaviours etc. transformed into tasks. The 
links between these elements can be defined in the following way: 
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a. Constraints which are the world influence on the body; the constraints mean 
the available links (contacts) between the world and the body (including  the 
available input messages into a language); 

b. Actions which represent the body influence on the world; the actions imply 
changes in the world, the transformation of the constraints (including output 
messages into a language); 

c. The hard influence on the body is represented by the commands; 
d.  Sensations which are the world influence on the body; the sensations are a 

proto knowledge about the world obtained from constrains; 
e. The task, which is the soft influence on the hard; the task is an objective 

imposed  by the soft; 
f. Perceptions, which are the hard influence on the soft; the perception is a first 

stage of knowledge here - the world is decomposed in intelligible objects; 
g. Reflection is the soft influence on himself; reflection allows for changes in the 

soft structure; 

3. Conclusions  
In the first section of this paper we have described the evolution of AI. This part 
illustrate the  paradigms of  this science and concludes that nowadays we accept that in 
order to design intelligent artefacts we must provide the interaction between these 
artefacts and the Universe. It is accepted that this interaction will ensure the 
understanding of the meaning of knowledge. 

We have considered that in this circumstance a reanalysis of the intelligence 
phenomenon is useful because it will refresh the background of our understanding and 
will revive new ideas on intelligent artefact construction.  

The main result of this analysis is the idea that the mentioned interaction is not only 
the possibility of intelligence but it is the cause for intelligence.  More precisely, 
intelligence is the phenomenon of stability acquisition from an agent - Universe 
relation. Another result was the idea that a specific structure of the system ensures the 
possibility of intelligence. This structure ensures the knowledge acquisition (model of 
the Universe), simulation of models and prediction. The reason for model construction 
is the anticipation possibility, the prior knowledge generation. Using the strategy of 
modelling � simulation � prediction the intelligent agent avoids the necessity of short 
time reactions.  
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